An alternative to internal gravel packs
Avoiding costly sand control failures and workovers with 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screens

Customer challenge
Due to a poor cementing job, the customer needed to run contingency casing. However, the annulus was too small to allow gravel packing, so a premium metallic standalone sand screen was used instead. The metal screen failed after 2 months, causing sand production.

To prevent a second costly workover, the customer needed a robust sand control solution capable of withstanding the high erosion conditions.

Additional challenges:
- Remote onshore well location
- No available particle size distribution (PSD) from the well

Why use 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screens?
- Superior erosion resistance compared to metal sand screens
- Reduced capital expenditure (CAPEX)
- Helped reduce HS&E and operational risk while improving return on equity
- Simplified pre-planning
- Simplified logistics, especially for remote land rigs
- Easy deployment via conventional rig system

Results
One well was equipped with two 3M ceramic sand screens and two sliding sleeve doors (SSD) protectors in 2012.

- Production rates: 7-8MMSCFD
- Deployment on pipe
- Screens straddled
- 2 slot openings for greater flexibility: 150 µm and 300 µm
- No sand production
- The well damage (skin) was calculated at 10.8, compared to higher skins of 20–40 in neighboring gravel packed wells with similar gas production
- 15 day payback period for 3M ceramic sand screens

Customer key decision drivers
- Longevity of the screen thanks to properties of technical ceramics
- Simplified logistics and completions
- 3M sand screens offered an economical alternative to other options, including:
  - Pull and cut job to enable a gravel pack completion
  - Definitive shut-in of the well
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Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application. User is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application. User is solely responsible for evaluating third party intellectual property rights and for ensuring that user’s use of 3M product does not violate any third party intellectual property rights. Unless a different warranty is specifically stated in the applicable product literature or packaging insert, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF NON-INFRINGEMENT OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price.

Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damages arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.

Technical Information: Technical information, recommendations, and other statements contained in this document or provided by 3M personnel are based on tests or experience that 3M believes are reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed. Such information is intended for persons with knowledge and technical skills sufficient to assess and apply their own informed judgment to the information. No license under any 3M or third party intellectual property rights is granted or implied with this information.